Friends,

The Nocturnists' podcast series on Covid19 and interactive story map continue to grow. We are especially proud of our most recent episode, "Insomnia," in which healthcare workers reflect on the overarching Covid19 narrative, its
narrators, and the trope of the "healthcare hero." Our diarists ask: Who gets to tell this story, and how? How is this crisis affecting our mental health? Listen [here](#).

We're also excited to announce a new collaboration: Emily and one of our audio diarists will be featured in [Pop Up Magazine’s spring issue](#), alongside prominent journalists, dancers, comedians, and more. For those of you who aren't familiar with Pop Up, they're an incredibly talented team of multimedia journalists who produce live shows across the country. We are honored to be a part of their upcoming web special, which will air on Wednesday, May 27th. Check out the trailer [here](#).

We have received many notes over the last few weeks about how our podcast episodes make you feel seen and heard, which fills us with joy and gratification. We'd love more feedback about the project. What do you need to be hearing right now? Write to us [here](#).

It would mean the world to us if you could spread the word about our work to your friends, family, colleagues, and other audiences. The more people who know about us, the larger our impact is.

We are also looking for financial support for our storytelling work. If you can think of any individuals or organizations who might be interested in sponsoring our Covid miniseries, please [get in touch](#). This will make it possible for us to continue elevating your voices in the months ahead.

That's all for now. Sending love and strength, as always.

- Emily and The Nocturnists Team
Summary:
What: The Nocturnists COVID19 Audio Diary Project
When: Right now
Where: Everywhere
Deadline: OPEN until further notice

Other important links:
Visit our website here.
Subscribe and listen to our podcast here.
Donate to The Nocturnists here.
Follow us on Twitter and Instagram.

SEATTLE SHOW POSTPONED

As you might have suspected, our May 15th show in Seattle has been postponed until further notice.
THANK YOU TO OUR SPONSORS

The Nocturnists is made possible with the support of the California Medical Association, an organization that works tirelessly to make sure the doctor-patient relationship remains at the center of medicine. You can learn more about them at cmadocs.org.

THANK YOU TO OUR SPONSORS

Our pandemic podcast series is made possible with the support of the Betty and Gordon Moore Foundation, an organization that promotes high-quality patient care, and projects that preserve the character of the San Francisco Bay Area. You can learn more about them at moore.org.
WANT TO BECOME A SPONSOR?

Do you want to support the growth of The Nocturnists podcast?

Do you want to support physician wellness through storytelling?

Contact us to learn about sponsorship opportunities.